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Q:
So, do we go to a place where the appearance is already set or do we create the place, partially
or completely? Is it like Earth, where we see what's already there, the same thing for everybody?
C:
Yes and no; this is another subject we shall explore elsewhere, in greater detail, however what
you see on Earth is also of your creation, partially. You see what you have agreed you will see. The idea
the visit to the valley looks the same to everyone is not true; the valley indeed looks different to the many
people who will say with certainty it looks a certain way, showing a photograph to prove this point. The
use of photography to fix an appearance simply means it depicts the moment in the timeline illusion
where the valley had the appearance of the photograph. All who observe the photograph who have been to
the valley might say the picture is accurate, but it is not. No photograph can recreate the view seen live;
humans grow accustomed to the reduction in visual detail photos provide, in the way a drawing also
cannot show but an impression of what the artist saw.
So we gave some detail on this, so you understand, all things you see are seen by agreement and desire
you choose; there can be agreement among the many to see the same thing, however your presence
always creates the opportunity for a difference in the surroundings.
In Heaven, with no delay unless it is wanted, the modification of surroundings is far quicker however this
does not mean because modification can be had, it is done. You might destroy art in a museum but from
respect and admiration, you would not.
If you go to a new place, you will leave it as you encounter it unless you understand the previous creators
wish for your change. There is no shortage of space, room, capacity or resource and because all things can
be created that can be imagined, anything that is created is held sacred as tribute to the imagination.
Q:
Do there exist places that look like Earth?
C:
Yes, there IS Earth, the Earth of dimensions you have left waiting for your return. In physical
parameters, it is approximately one meter above the surface of Earth you now inhabit. The overlap is
complete and permanent. The Earth of Heaven has all the beauty of Earth without damage or decay of
human changes; the delay of Earth existence that allows these creations is not there, so correction and
improvement are instantaneous, where ever necessary. This is rare; all things of the Earth of higher
dimensions are created and given respect as beautiful, and not permitted to degrade as anyone might see
them as degraded.
Q:
Earth of Heaven is a collective creation?
C:
Yes, many trillions of souls created it, as was created the physical Earth you now inhabit. Of
respect and admiration for the imagination of these trillions of thought workers, Earth is kept sacred, as
are all planets by their soul families and visitors.
Q:
Do souls such as ourselves live in communities, with cities and nations and such?
C:
Yes, but the identity of the planet is one; nations there are not. Groupings of souls form what
humans would consider municipalities these are all over Earth. The Earth of Heaven.
Q:
C:

Is it crowded?
No; as the collections of souls consider themselves too packed in, too closely arranged, they

expand and create more. This creation can be in any direction, yet goes up for Earth, of respect for the
dense existence Earth and its center.
Q:
Does the talk of beings living inside Earth, below the surface, mean these souls?
C:
No, this talk refers to all of you, who exist "within Earth" inside a dense existence much as you
would see a being living in water or solid or a combination of the two.
Q:
Combination of the two, solid and liquid?
C:
Yes, your friend Erik spoke of this, it was recently made available to read generally, of lights in
the sky. These illuminations are reflections off the surface of material shifting in shape and density and
creating light in the visible spectrum as the density changes.
Q:
C:

Do extraterrestrials have this capability?
The ones visiting your Earth, yes; not all.

Q:
C:

We can visit an landscape, any surface feature and any place on Earth?
Yes, and you do.

Q:
You said Earth was created by thoughts of trillions; how many souls occupy the space around
Earth?
C:
Trillions. Your soul group is generally all near and on the planet. Very few incarnate; most
remain and watch.
Q:
C:

The talk of being from a different system, what is this?
Think of emigration on Earth; the same.

Q:
Do we have families?
C:
Similar groupings, yes, more fluid and permanent, simultaneously. Think of a combination of
friendship and marriage, parenthood and siblings. These Earth society customs resemble the relationships
of Heaven, anger, fear, jealousy and the many other negative emotions are either absent or quickly
resolved. There is no divorce of marriage because the obligations of marriage are not necessary. The
voluntary aspect of choices means they are not always changed and no resistance or barrier is encountered
to do so.
Q:
Does or can the landscape appear as beautiful as Earth?
C:
It does, with more variety of color than can be imagined. This part of Earth, in Heaven and in
your dimensions, is profoundly satisfying.
Q:
C:

Can Heaven become overcrowded?
No.

Q:
Why won't it fill up with souls from other parts of the galaxy or universe?
C:
They can create and copy if they wish; this is not the way. Admiration for creation is what rules,
reigns over all existence. How many copies of a priceless, rare painting or sculpture can be made? Many.
This is not done because the thought energy is the sacred component the physical manifestation
expresses; what you seek to preserve in the care of art, the use of museums, is not really the article or
object of art, but rather the thought energy. Where such energy creates anything, the thing is secondary in
importance and thus not copied, as it could be, as technology on Earth now begins to enable. Your digital
printing is a crude beginning of the process.
Q:

If the Heaven of Earth overlaps the Earth we mortals inhabit, how do you keep them separate?

C:
They are separate; how do you keep trees in a forest separate? Children in school, fish in a school,
peas in a pod?
Q:
What if things mix?
C:
They do not; they might traverse the same space from the view of the space of the one or the
other, but these are not the same space. You generally do not see and feel the higher dimensions, some
retain this. From Heaven, you will see it all. Normally, unmixed.
Q:
Can we see the sun rise?
C:
Yes, and you do, the many of you. Some create a sunrise that remains static; some create a static
sunset, with yellow, orange and reddish clouds and it will remain as desired. Some create rain and clouds,
some bright noon sun. It depends on the mood. Some set the appearance of the sun to be as would be felt
and observed on Earth. As you grow bored or simply excited for a change, you do.
Q:
Houses? Hamlets? Villages?
C:
These all exist, are created and taken away as you choose. Many are created and remain for many
creations and dissolution of others' houses, settlements and hamlets, for they like what they have. These
are not necessary, yet enjoyable. The creation of a warm, crackling fire on a cold, damp day is quite
common and if chosen, warm summer breezes can be had also.
Q:
What about machines?
C:
For enjoyment there are many; the physical limits machines manage exist not, thus use of
machinery is optional. For anything. Transportation, construction or manufacturing. This is considered
art; many machines used on Earth are seen and other you cannot imagine, to create the art. As you also
might enjoy a mechanical wristwatch, where it is unnecessary yet pleasure to have.

Comments
Jesse 01/11/2013 3:05am
These get more and more confusing! Interesting, yet confusing. The confusing part?, well, it's simply the
fact that I don't remember time before I came here to Earth. I don't know if this is my "upmteenth" time
reincarnating, but geesh, I really do wish I could remember!! Especially since they mention that many
souls wish to not reincarnate as I always thought it was the opposite. The Marfa lights are pretty amazing
as explained.
Thanks, another interesting aspect of afterlife I will squeeze into this lobe of mine!!
Patrick 01/11/2013 8:21am
Let's get The Committee to talk about this
"If you could remember and review all your lives, with the absolute belief of the truth in them, would you?
It is up to you to believe or disbelieve. On Earth, your beliefs matter when you act, in Heaven your beliefs
ARE the act. On Earth you cannot be condemned for your thoughts, in Heaven you cannot be
condemned. Your thoughts are irrelevant to this concept.
Remembrance of all lives of Earth supplies what, in this life? Entertainment? Your lives are not this, they
are much more. Explanation for some things will arise, this is very true, however consistency, impartiality
and understanding, which reign strongly in your true home, discourage partial, purpose serving use of a
thing, and knowledge is the greatest of these. Hypocritical it could be described, and in Heaven, this is
not.
Most souls choose to never incarnate, the lives in a dense body represent the minority, a small one.
There are many repetitions by a soul, in many incarnations on Earth and other planets, so bountiful are

the proceeds of the honor and privilege of a life on Earth. The many who do not, admire and observe and
learn themselves great things from just this. Advancement and growth are achieved many ways in your
true home, Earth is not exclusive. It is a wonderful option, preferred and revered by many. As you would
say in American political circles, not all Republicans vote Democrat, yet accompany and enjoy one
another's contribution. So it is in Heaven and the desire to incarnate, and travel to Earth."
M&M 01/11/2013 7:20am
Thanks Patrick, another fascinating post- love these Look at Heaven topics. Wondering if they can share
how one gets to this other Earth dimension? Is this after death, with the choice to then experience a life
there? I know time is our illusion, but wondering if there is a way to experience this wonderful sounding
place while in this lifetime. Pretty sure I know the answer to this, but wishful thinking...
The Committee
01/11/2013 8:30am
"Arrival in the dimensions of Earth is found at your doorstep, both inside and out. You are in it now.
This wonderful sounding place is all around you; you all make it as wonderful or less so as you choose.
The many things you believe beautiful are your choice.
An example; consider a stroll in the deep woods, towering trees surrounding you, all types of plants,
shrubs and bushes below, of all sizes. Pure beauty you shall see. Imagine an expensive, decorated
house surrounded by these woods, a portion of the forest removed for the placement of the house, itself
surrounded by a barrier or layer of lush green, manicured lawns. Would the house be seen as equally
beautiful were the forest to replace the grass and landscaped plantings? We suggest many would see the
beautiful forest as suddenly a burden, the constant drop of leaves, sap, twigs and branches, and the
presence of many animals all forests shelter, as intrusive and undesirable, to a degree. Humans create
extensive contexts and so have you created contexts for your perception of your beautiful Earth.
Heaven is at your doorstep, for you to see, as you shall frame it."
M&M 01/11/2013 9:47am
Thank you Patrick and Committee. I guess the rational mind wants to make the physical leap from this
dimension to the other, but maybe what you are saying is it doesn't work that way. This will take some
reflection. Thank you for the further explanation.
Mike 01/11/2013 11:14am
Some of this is very similar to Sylvia Brownes book Life on the Other Side: A Psychic's Tour of the
Afterlife
Patrick 01/11/2013 12:43pm
Thank you for that confirmation, Mike. I saw Sylvia Browne on television a long time ago, she seems to
be highly sought and well regarded.
Ahmed 01/11/2013 2:59pm
-Thanks for the post, I find the part about 2nd Earth's location confusing though, what is the 1m
measurement referring to? Aren't the two Earths in different dimensions? Does The Committee mean that
souls on "heaven" Earth can see "physical" Earth right below them?

-" As you grow bored or simply excited for a change, you do."
So boredom exists in "heaven"? Is it part of the motive to incarnate?
The Committee
01/11/2013 4:34pm
"From your home of Heaven, you can see the surface of the Earth below the surface of Heaven; we
suggest a prism or piece of glass that produces a double image. From Heaven, both are seen, separately
or together. You may see the one; switch to the other or see them both slightly apart, the distance would
appear as approximately one meter, as you see this gap, on Earth in your dimensions.

You do not see the dimensions above, from Earth; from above you see below and both, if you please.
Your term of clairvoyant refers to ability to see some portions of the higher dimensions, a person or
scene. The totality is not shown to you, on Earth, not ever.
No, boredom only approaches; it is avoided. It exists in potential, avoided with ease. Freedom of thought,
place and activity is unlimited. Boredom as absent or insufficient mental stimulation is only an Earth
condition."

